
GRICKLEBINGO!
HOW TO PLAY THE GAME

GAME CONTENTS
6 two-sided boards

54 tiles



or

1. Picture Hunt! 

Getting ready to play

How to play 

Each player should choose a board – make sure  
to use the same sides of the boards!

Turn the tiles face down on a tabletop and shuffle them up!

The player who watched “The Grickles” last starts the game.

Turn over a tile, and if you see the same picture on your board put it on that!  
Then you can turn over another tile for as long as whatever you turn over  
features on your board. 

If you turn over one that doesn’t feature on your board,  
turn it back face down! Then the next player takes a turn,  
and so on around the circle.

The person whose board is filled first is the winner!

for 2-4 players
for players of 3 years of age and upwards

Getting ready to play

or

How to play 

2. Gricklebingo!

Each player should choose a board - take care to use the 
same sides of the boards! Shuffle the tiles picture face down 
and then organise the tiles into neat piles or columns!

for 2-4 players
for players of 4 years of age and upwards

Each player should take one pile and on the count of  turn them  
over one at a time onto the middle of the table so that everyone can see!

If you spot one that features on your board, slap your hand onto it and place 
it on your board! (If your hand is underneath, it’s your tile!) If there are more 
tiles that fit on your board that no one else has taken, then you can take 
those, too!

If by any chance you should accidentally slap your hand on a wrong card,  
put it back quickly so the others can see it! Put all the tiles nobody grabbed 
in a pile to one side of the table.

When any player’s tiles run out they should take a new one.

The person whose board is filled first is the winner!
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